ABSTRACT In cognitive radio (CR) networks coexistence between primary and secondary networks is allowed to exploit the spectrum bands more efficiently. To have a green CR network, energy efficiency (EE) as well as collision probability between such networks are vital key performance. While, it is desired to improve EE, the latter should be decreased as much as possible. Therefore, interference between the primary user (PU) and secondary user (SU) is of high importance. Two kinds of interference are unavoidable. They are sensing error and PU re-occupancies interferences. While most studies focus on the sensing error interference, with the dynamic PU, the latter is also quite intense. Moreover, a precise investigation on the effect of such interference necessitates considering the PU and SU traffic behavior. Therefore, in this paper a new analytical framework is proposed in which the EE and collision probability are formulated. The traffic behaviors of PU and a general SU traffic are also considered. Using renewal reward theory, EE, and collision probability are then extracted and investigated for different dynamic rates of the PU traffic. For this, sensing error interference, PU-re-occupancy interference, and total energy consumption are derived in closed form expressions. The queue stability of SU's buffer is also investigated. Finally, simulation results are provided to justify the theoretical results. Suitable values for sensing and transmission times are obtained to maximize the EE under collision and queue stability constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Communication systems are developing endlessly and require spectrum bands to operate. Frequency spectrum is practically a limited source and hence, invaluable. The major parts of spectrum have been already assigned to specific systems with low utilization. For example, measurements in UHF/VHF bands [1] , [2] , Wi-Fi spectrum bands [3] , public safety [4] , satellite communication Ka band [5] and even in larger scale [6] , [7] can validate the spectrum underutilization. To solve the contradiction between the spectrum shortage and spectrum underutilization, cognitive radio networks (CRNs) were advised [8] , [9] . The traditional policy on accessing the spectrum was fixed spectrum access (FSA) whereas CRNs offer dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [10] , [11] . DSA have been addressed in the literature under three basic disciplines namely, underlay, overlay and interweave [12] - [15] . The function of DSA is to set up a sort of co-existing between licensed users or primary users (PUs) and cognitive users or so called secondary users (SUs).
One of the chief objectives of the 5G communications is to increase the areal capacity (bits/s/m 2 ) up to 1000 [16] . To this aim, CRNs can have a fundamental role if they can alleviate the net interference between users. To minimize the interference in CRNs major studies have performed. Many papers have addressed sensing-throughput trade-off in CRNs. These papers have considered only sensing error interference and they have tried to formulate it in secondary network throughput [17] - [29] or energy efficiency in different scenarios [30] - [42] . System models are assumed interweaved however different assumptions and network architectures such as cooperative and non-cooperative spectrum sensing strategy, energy harvesting secondary users, relaying or non-relaying nodes and different channel conditions were employed. Some other studies have paid attention to the interference level or interference temperature in their modeling. These studies were performed under overlay and underlay system models in CRNs. The authors have formulated the problem of interference mitigating under a multi-objective problem (MOP) by taking QoS constraints into account [43] - [45] . In many other cases in this context, considering the transmission strategy as OFDM, the authors have tried to model the interference minimization as a resource or power allocation problem to address the co-channel and inter-channel interference [44] , [46] - [54] . Researchers have mentioned aggregate interference level in multiuser underlay cognitive networks to find the optimum instantaneous transmitting power of SUs. In their studies, SUs' spatial distribution was considered. By assuming a random distribution of CRs on a two-dimensional plane with different distributions, such as binomial point process, Matérn-hardcore point process and Thinned Poisson process, the authors have tried to minimize the aggregated interference imposed to PU under different strategies such as contention control [55] - [57] , power level adjustment [58] and sensing accuracy [59] - [61] .
When looking profoundly at CRNs, two kinds of interference can be found between primary and secondary users. The first type is the interference that results from the spectrum sensing error. The amount of this type of interference is linked to the probability of detection which has been addressed widely in the literature. The second is the interference that is tied up to PU-returns which occurs when the primary user returns to the spectrum during the SU transmission. The latter does not depend on the sensing precision and is associated to the rate at which the primary user comes into the spectrum and evacuates it. This rate is characterized by the PU traffic pattern. Note that if the PU traffic is classified as dynamic or highly dynamic, the second type of interference becomes crucial [62] . Lately, a few studies [62] - [66] have paid attention to both kinds of interference. They have tried to explore the effect of both types of interference in network performance metrics such as throughput and energy efficiency. In this context, simple scenarios were addressed since taking the two interferences on board is complex. In all of these studies, single-user CRNs were investigated. Besides this, simple models for the behavior of SU traffic, usually heavy (saturated) or light traffic, have been presumed in a single secondary network. Note that investigating both kinds of interference in a CRN coexisting with a dynamic primary network is essential for efficient network planning. Furthermore, the total interference is obviously depends on the traffic pattern of the secondary network.
Unlike previous works that have generally been focused on sensing error interference and/or simple model of SU traffic, this paper is novel since it discusses an interweave CRN in which both kinds of sensing error and PU-returns interferences as well as a general SU traffic are considered. Energy efficiency maximization under collision constraint is obtained. Subsequently, a well-known tradeoff between sensing and transmission time considering the both kinds of interference is developed. To formulate energy efficiency, we adopt the successful transmission time over the energy consumption. Furthermore, PU traffic is reflected in our derivations along with SU's packet traffic. Network metrics are derived and discussed for different dynamic rates of PU activity. Moreover, we investigate the stability of the SU's buffer. The stability area corresponding to SU's buffer is also depicted based on diverse values of transmission and sensing time. Finally, discrete event simulations as well as Monte Carlo ones are carried out to justify the derived expressions and the appropriate sensing and transmission time are attained to have the maximum of energy efficiency.
The contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
A new analytical framework is derived to model the SU's spectrum access process. To do this, Theorem 1 is proved in which an embedded discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) is used to model the SU's spectrum access. Next, considering PU and SU traffic behaviors, by new Theorem 2, a renewal process is extracted that describes the overall SU's spectrum access process. Network metrics such as energy efficiency and collision probability are formulated by exploiting the renewal reward theory. For this, both kinds of aforementioned interference are considered.
To formulate network metrics, some sub-metrics are defined and derived in closed form expressions at each transmission of embedded DTMC. In this way new Lemmas 1-4 are presented. In Lemma1, the state transition probabilities of the embedded Markov chain are derived. Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 are formulated in order to obtain the expected value of total transmission time, the expected value of interference time and the expected value of consumed energy at each transition of Markov chain respectively. The stability of SU's buffer is also analyzed. The effect of transmission time, sensing time on buffer stability is studied and discussed. In analyzing the underlying CR network and formulating the corresponding metrics, traffic patterns of both primary and secondary users are considered. This is perhaps the most general form explained in the literature. Furthermore, the proposed analytical framework can be used extended to multi-user CR networks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. Problem definition and mathematical approach to formulate the spectrum access are presented in Section III. Related sub-metrics are defined and derived in section IV. Numerical results and simulations are given in section V. Section VI contains some discussions with the most related papers and the paper conclusions are presented in section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MAIN ASSUMPTIONS A. NETWORK STRUCTURE
In this section an Interweave CR system with a single SU is considered. The SU tries to access the spectrum in a splitphase frame structure [13] , [67] . Each secondary frame consists of two phases: sensing phase and transmission phase. At the beginning of each frame, a secondary user senses the spectrum for t s seconds provided that it has data to send. If it finds the channel idle, it starts transmitting data for T tr seconds. Otherwise, the secondary user waits for the next frame to sense the spectrum again. The whole frame duration lasts for T f seconds equals to T f = t s + T tr . Fig.1 shows the spectrum access of the secondary user. Furthermore, we also assume that the length of SU packet is equal to t p seconds. Hence, in the transmission phase, the maximum number of packets that could be sent by the selected SU is M tr = T tr t p . The performance of the spectrum sensing process for the secondary user is determined by the two error probabilities, false alarm (P fa ) and miss-detection (P md ). We also assume that the power consumption profile for the secondary user includes P sen as the sensing power, P tr as the transmission phase power and P idle as the circuit power consumption while SU waits for the next phase.
B. PRIMARY USER TRAFFIC MODEL
Traffic behavior of primary user is modeled by a two-state continuous time Markov chain. The sojourn time at each state is exponentially distributed random variable. This is the most popular model used to model primary user behavior [63] , [68] , [69] . Fig. 2 illustrates the mentioned model. λ off and λ on are OFF state exit rate and ON state exit rate respectively. The infinitesimal generator matrix of such a two state CTMC, denoted by Q, is as follows.The steady state probability of the chain at each OFF and ON state is as follows [70] , [71] .
C. SECONDARY USER TRAFFIC MODEL
We assume that data packet arrivals of each SU, independent of other SUs, follow a Batch Bernoulli process (BBP) [40] .
BBP can be described by the probability vector
where p is the maximum number of data packets that can arrive during Tp seconds. Moreover, γ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ p, indicates the probability of having i data packet in a duration of Tp seconds. Considering frame duration of T f , we define Tf = γ
where K f is the maximum number of data packets that can arrive during a frame.. It can be written as:
Tf can be drawn as:
where A i is described as follows.
To facilitate the derived analysis in the next sections, the probability vector Tf = [ i ] is introduced, in which its elements are defined as:
Two assumptions are made. First, due to the short sensing time, the changes of the PU traffic state during such a time are neglected. Second, the total arrived packets during a frame are scheduled to serve in the next frame. Before we analyze the secondary spectrum access procedure some of the main parameters should be described. Table 1 shows a list of important variables along with their descriptions.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
In this section, firstly the main problem and its main metrics are introduced. Some frames are also defined in order to mathematically model the underlying networks in the next part of this section; we introduced two theorems to pave the way for statistically modeling of the spectrum access process. 
A. MAIN PROBLEM AND RELATED PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION
The main problem is to maximize the energy efficiency. Collision probability as well as SU buffer stability is considered as its constraints. Another constraints is practically important in CR network, that is P fa < 0.5. This ensures the least sensing performance to exploit the spectrum holes. Furthermore, since the SU has a limited buffer length in practice, the packet queue must be finite. This condition is a sort of QOS constraint which is important in many applications. Therefore, the main goal can be written as:
Data queue stability (6) where, P TH is the threshold value for probability of collision. Energy efficiency and collision probability, in the long run of the network, can be written as follows.
in which, T succ (t) is the total successful transmission time of the secondary user in an interval equals to t seconds of network operation. T total (t), I (t) and Eg(t) are equivalent metrics for total transmission time, interference time and energy consumption of SU in the mentioned time interval. In the following, SU statistical behaviour is model. For this, useful types of frame and phase in the spectrum access process are defined. Such definitions are also depicted in Fig.3 Idle Frame (F I ): at the beginning of this frame the channel is idle and SU has a data packet in its buffer.
Busy Frame(F B ): at the beginning of this frame the channel is busy and SU has a data packet in its buffer.
Empty Frame (F E ): at the beginning of this frame the channel is idle and SU has no data packet in its buffer.
Data Frame (F D ): at the beginning of this frame the channel is idle and SU has data packet in its buffer.
From Fig.3 illustrates the spectrum access procedure of secondary users with regard to the channel state (primary user traffic) and previously defined frames and phases.
If we define stochastic processes D n as the number of data packets in the SU buffer and S n as the channel state indicator at the beginning of the n th frame, then X n = (D n , S n ) is a two dimensional stochastic process. Note that S n ∈ {0, 1} and D n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} takes discrete values. When the channel is idle, we consider S n = 0 and otherwise S n = 1. For the aforementioned stochastic process, X n , the Theorem1 holds. Next, to derive the long run metrics in Eqs. (7) and (8), we prove theorem 2 using Theorem1.
Theorem 1: The two dimensional stochastic process X n as the spectrum access process of the secondary user considering primary user traffic is a DTMC.
Proof: See Appendix A. Theorem 2: The counting process N sp (t) is a renewal process. Furthermore, each cycle of this renewal process is called a network renewal cycle.
Proof: See Appendix B. Having proved that N sp (t) is a renewal process, renewal reward theory can be employed to rewrite Eqs. (9) and (10) as follows.
In Eqs. (7) and (8), E Eg is used for the expected amount of energy consumption, E [T total ] is the variable denoting the expected amount of total transmission time and E [I ] is chosen for the expected amount of interference time.
Note that all of the aforementioned metrics are defined within a renewal cycle. Hence, the main problem of Eq. (6) can be written as:
To solve the main problem, E Eg , E [T total ], and E [I ] should be derived. Since we face with a high dimensional DTMC, it is not simple to draw these metrics in a closed form expressions. Therefore, these metrics are drawn in here using Monte Carlo [72] , [73] .
IV. DEFINING AND DERIVING SUB-METRICS ON DTMC
In this section, we are going to define some sub-metrics on the transitions of discussed DTMC and derive closed form mathematical expressions to solve the optimization problem through Monte Carlo method. Note that to use Monte Carlo, we need to calculate the transition probability between all states of the Markov chain.
A. EXTRACTING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF DTMC
As stated before, to analyse the metrics in the main problem through Monte Carlo, we need to calculate the transition probabilities between the states of the proposed DTMC. To this aim, we classify all the possible transitions of the X n in to five different cases. The five cases are denoted by C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 as shown in Eq. (12) .
where D n = 0, s n , s n+1 ∈ {0, 1} and q ≥ 0. Eq. (12) shows that for example when X n = (D n , 0), then X n can only transit to each of states D n + q, s n+1 as the next state X n+1 . This is shown by C1 in Eq. (12) . The same can be state for C2 -C5.
As can be seen in Eq. (12), the five cases are different in the channel state and the changes in the backlogged packet which happen due to the amount of incoming and transmitted packets. The variable q shows the number of packet change between the two states of X n and X n+1 .
Consider
with k ≥ 0, and d = 0. Lemma1 gives the transition probability between the states of DTMC for five classified cases.
Lemma 1: The transition probabilities of X n for the five cases quoted in Eq. (12) are as follows.
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s n →s n+1 (17) where, P ch. s n →s n+1 is the probability of changing the channel state within a frame from s n to s n+1 . We have the following expressions for s n = 0, 1.
where P I (t) (P II (t)) is the probability that if the channel is idle (busy), its state will not change during next t second and can be found in [66] , [74] .
Proof: See Appendix C.
B. EXTRACTING SUB-METRICS ON DTMC TRANSITION CASES
To calculate the metrics in Eq. (11), i.e., the average interference transmission time, the total transmitted time and the energy consumption in a renewal cycle, we need to define some related sub-metrics. These metrics are the expected values of the total transmission time, E T (m) total , the interference time, E I (m) , and the energy consumption, E Eg (m) , defined on the m th case transition of DTMC (m = 1, . . . , 5). For example T (1) total indicates the total transmitted time when X n transits from state (D n , 0) to state D n + q, s n+1 such that D n = 0, s n , s n+1 ∈ {0, 1} and q ≥ 0. We note that in such a transition, the total transmission time takes random values. This is because both the PU behavior and the SU behavior are random. For example due to the spectrum sensing outcome, the SU may false alarm and avoid sending data or may detect the idle state of channel correctly and start transmitting its data. Therefore, by E T (1) total we aim to point the expected value of T (1) total which is the total transmitted time in all possible situations in case 1.
Lemma 2: The expected E T (m)
total , m = 1, . . . , 5 can be expressed as follows.
Proof: See Appendix D. Lemma 3: The expected value E I (m) , m = 1, . . . , 5 can be expressed as follows.
where a, b 
Proof: See Appendix G. Now, we can calculate the expected values of the total transmission time, the interference time and the energy consumption in a renewal cycle by generating different paths through the embedded Markov Chain and exploiting metrics derived in Lemma 2, 3 and 4. To this aim, in a MATLAB code, different renewal cycles are stochastically generated, starting from X 0 = (0, 0) and terminating to the same state within (n + 1) steps, X n+1 = (0, 0). A path is then formed as {X 0 , . . . , X n , X n+1 }. The network metrics are obtained by averaging sufficient numbers of generated cycles. In section V, the numerical results will be discussed in details.
C. ANALYSIS OF SU's BUFFER STABILITY
In this section, queue stability of SU packets in a buffer are investigated since it is a constraint in Eq. (11) .
To investigate the stability of the SU buffer, the drift condition can be employed. It states that in a Markov chain, the drift to higher-numbered levels (higher numbers of packets in queue) must be strictly less than the drift to the lower levels. The drift condition for the previously defined Markov chain is as follows [75] - [78] :
where π A is the stationary probability vector corresponding to the matrix A as defined in Eq. (38) . Further e denotes the column vector of 1's.
π A is the solution of equation π A = π A A with the normalization criteria π A .e = 1. In Eq. (38) A L encloses the probabilities in same level and is defined in Eq. (39) .
A l B includes the transitions probabilities from the states (d, * ) to the l-lower level states, i.e., (d − l, * ). A u F contains the transitions probabilities from the states (d, * ) to the u-upper level states, i.e., (d + u, * ). These matrixes are as follows.
The probabilities in the aforementioned matrixes were computed in Lemma1. Numerical detail for queue stability of SU packets will be discussed in section V.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SIMULATION
This section presents the numerical and simulation results of the system under study. For the numerical results we use Monte Carlo method. Simulation results are also obtained based on Discrete Event Simulation (DES) of the system. The results includes energy efficiency, η E , and probability of collision, P coll. , which are plotted for different values of λ off /λ on . The queue stability area in terms of transmission time and sensing time is drawn, too. Solution to the optimization problem is found using genetic algorithm (GA).
A. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To perform Monte Carlo method, the system parameters are chosen as shown in Table 2 [63], [79] . Numerical results for energy efficiency, η E , and probability of collision, P coll. , are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In these figures λ off = 0.2, 0.4, 1 (sec −1 ) at λ off /λ on = 0.1. As can be seen from Fig. 4 energy efficiency in small transmission times is low because the portion of successful transmission time to the whole frame duration is insignificant. Higher transmission times results in higher utilization and hence energy efficiency soars. However, longer transmission time leads to higher interference time. Therefore, the ratio of successful transmission time to the whole frame duration becomes low and hence, energy efficiency curve falls down. On the other hands, the SU consumes energy for those portions of interference time and this intensifies lowering energy efficiency.
Note that for higher birth rates, the interference due to PU returns rises and this lowers energy efficiency. The probability of collision increases if the transmission time and the birth rate increase. This is obvious since on one hand, longer transmission times result in higher interference times and on the other hand, higher birth rates lead to more dynamic PU and hence, more PU-return interference happens.
For the case that λ off /λ on = 0.9, the numerical results for energy efficiency, η E , and probability of collision, P coll. , are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 for λ off = 0.2, 0.4, 1 (sec −1 ). In this case, the PU traffic is more dynamic than the case with λ off /λ on = 0.1. All in all, the same trends that can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 also happen for the two metrics, as shown in Fig. 6 and 7 . As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7, the average interference time in constant transmission duration is projected to be more and hence, the probability of collision will VOLUME 6, 2018 increase and the energy efficiency will be declined. This is because in this case (i.e. λ off /λ on = 0.9) the average period of busy state in the PU traffic becomes longer when compared to the case that λ off /λ on = 0.1,
B. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE STABILITY OF THE SU's BUFFER
The queue stability of the SU's buffer in terms of sensing and transmission time is shown in Fig. 8 . The area in which the SU's buffer is stable is indicated by green parts. In such area the buffer length is finite, too. The red areas relate to the situations in which the stability condition in Eq. (38) is violated. Fig. 8 reveals that when sensing time is fixed, the higher the transmission times, the more stable is the queue. This is because the SU have the opportunity of sending more data packets. Nevertheless, with a constant transmission time, the queue is barely stable at small sensing times because the spectrum holes are not detected effectively due to the high sensing error and consequently, more numbers of packets are in waiting list. At a fixed transmission time and by increasing sensing time, the queue becomes more stable. Because the spectrum sensing becomes more accurate and lower transmission opportunities are missed. However, when sensing time increases to much higher values, the queue tends to be less stable. This is due to the much longer sensing times will not help the spectrum sensing accuracy that much. On the other hand, for the longer sensing times, data packets have to wait more time in queue to be sent.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section aims to validate the theoretical results. For this purpose a discrete event simulation is executed. Hence, all network events such as primary user traffic (idle-busy intervals), SU's packet arrival events, and the events correspond to sensing and transmission are scheduled. All events are sampled statistically based on their probability of occurrence. With respect to PU traffic, the duration at each of idle and busy states are sampled from their exponential distributions. Data packets are generated using the probability vector Tp as shown in Table 2 (see. section II.C for Tp ). The sensing phase is performed by generating the corresponding number of signal samples and calculating their energy and comparing with a threshold level.
For this simulation, P md = 0.01, λ off = 0.4, λ off /λ on = 0.9. The rest of simulation parameters are selected from Table 2 . Numerical and simulation results for energy efficiency, η E , and probability of collision, P coll. , are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. Figs. 9 and 10 show good agreement between numerical results and those from simulation.
By assuming the energy detector for the sensing technique, the optimization problem in Eq. (11) can be readily rewritten as follows. where Q(x) is the complement error function, α = Q −1 (1 − P md )
√
2 SNR + 1 and β = SNR √ f s [80] , [81] . The optimum value of P md , P fa , t s , T tr can be found using a search algorithm such as Genetic Algorithm (GA). For this, P TH is set to 0.05. Moreover, GA help and parallel processing Toolbox in MATLAB are employed. The GA setting is shown in Table 3 . Subsequently, the optimum point could be found as P md , P fa , t s , T tr = (0.011, 0.096, 2.8 msec, 67 msec). At this optimum point, the probability mass function (PMF) of the number of arrival packets in a frame interval is plotted in Fig.11 .
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In the last part of this study, the most published related studies are discussed. We also try to have a comparison with the works in this context. It should be mentioned that changing the primary user states (PU vacating or returning the spectrum) during the SU spectrum sensing have been addressed in some papers [42] , [82] - [84] . These studies have analyzed the performance of spectrum sensing under such scenarios. However, this area of study is far cry from the present work and hence, we do not include them in our comparison. Another class of studies have tried to study the effect of PU-return within SU transmission [63] , [64] , [85] . Shi et al. [63] have computed the probability of returning the PU to the spectrum as q s 1 (T tr ) = (43) Note that when considering the amount of interference as Eq. (43), the entire SU frame is assumed as interference time if the PU comes back to the spectrum during a frame even for a small percentage of time. The case is not realistic mainly for frames with long duration with robust automatic modulation and coding (AMC). Furthermore, some coding techniques such as erasure-correction coding may be used to assist the receivers draw information bits in the case of collision. In [64] and [85] , PU-return interference has been modeled by the same idea. The total interference has been divided into two main parts, one is sensing error and the other is PU-return. When the primary user returns to the spectrum during an SU transmission, the rest of the SU frame is supposed as the interference time and not the full frame. Indeed, it is assumed that the PU does not vacate the spectrum until the SU finishes its transmission. Eq. (44) shows the mean interference time used in [64] . The same idea has been employed in [85] .
We use the notation I 2 herein to launch a comparison with ours. Recall that Eq. (44) does not address the interference due to successive PU-returns to the spectrum. This frequently happens in highly dynamic primary networks such as cellular traffic, WLAN and WiMAX and public safety [86] - [88] . In order to compare the present study to those previously addressed, we must make the current scenario similar to them. Since in our study we consider general data traffic pattern for the SU, a special case of our study, i.e., a secondary user with sporadic (light) traffic is taken into account. By setting λ off = 0.2, λ on = 0.4, T p = 3msec and W Tp = [1 − p, p] with p ≤ 4 × 10 −5 , the SU traffic will be light meaning that the average inter-arrival time of incoming packets is greater than one cycle of primary user, in other words, the following equation holds true.
To derive energy efficiency corresponding to I 1 and I 2 , we recall that η E =
E[T success ] E[Eg]
as stated in Eq. (9) . Therefore, we have to derive the three metrics E [T total ], E [I ] and E Eg . For this, we should note whenever the secondary user decided to send data, four cases will occur. In the first case the channel is idle and the SU correctly detects the idle state of the channel and starts transmitting data. This would happen with the probability of p (1) = π OFF 1 − P fa in which π OFF = λ on λ off +λ on is the steady state probability of OFF state. The expected value of successful transmission time at each frame can be found as π OFF 1 − P fa T tr − I k where I k (k=1,2) is defined in Eqs. (43) and (44) . In this case the energy consumption of the SU is E 1 = P tr T tr . In the second case the channel is idle and the SU false-alarms the idle state of the channel. Moreover, it avoids transmitting its data. Such a case would happen with the probability of p (2) = π OFF P fa . No transmission happens in this case and hence, there is no interference. In this case the energy consumption of the SU is E 2 = P idle T tr . In the third case the channel is busy and the SU correctly detects the busy state of the channel. Therefore, no transmission occurs. This happens with the probability of p (3) = π ON (1 − P md ) in which π ON = λ off λ off +λ on is the steady state probability of ON state. In such a case the energy consumption of the SU is E 3 = P idle T tr .
Finally in the fourth case the channel is busy and the SU miss-detects the busy state of the channel. Hence, it starts to transmit data. In this case a harmful interference is imposed to the PU, so this case must be avoided as much as possible. This case would happen with probability of p (4) = π ON P md . In this case, the whole frame is considered as interference and no successful transmission time is assumed. The energy consumption of the SU is also E 4 = P tr T tr . With the mentioned explanations, we could conclude: E Eg = E sen + 4 i=1 p (i) E i since at each case, the SU has to sense the channel. Moreover, E [T success ] = π OFF 1 − P fa T tr − I k . Now, using Eq. (5), η k E can be found where k = 1 and 2 corresponds to the studies in [18] , [19] , and [31] , respectively. The curves for the energy efficiency corresponding to I 1 , I 2 as well as our theoretical results were drawn in Fig. 12 .
A simulation scenario has been also performed and the results show compliment with the analyses in the present study.
Since in extracting of η 1 E a complete frame is assumed as inference in the case of returning PU to the spectrum, the equivalent energy efficiency settles below the energy efficiency η 2 E , in which the remaining part of the frame is assumed as collision. As shown in Fig. 12 , since our theoretical curve considers the average interference time coincided by PU presence time during SU transmission, it lies above the others.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, an analytical framework to model secondary user's spectrum access in CRNs was proposed. This model can be adopted for different scenarios such as multi-user CR networks to analysed performance network metrics. Taking the traffic patterns of both secondary and primary users in to account, we proved that the cognitive user's spectrum access process is a stochastic renewal process. Renewal reward theory has been employed to derive network metrics such as energy efficiency and probability of collision. Two kinds of interference including sensing error and PU reoccupancy were considered in the model. The stability for the queue corresponding to the secondary user's buffer was also explored. The stability function was defined and plotted for different values of sensing and transmission times. Different curves were drawn and explored for various dynamic rates of PU traffic. Finally the solution to the problem of maximizing energy efficiency under collision probability and queue stability limits was given for the best transmission and sensing time as well as sensing error probabilities.
APPENDIX A
The two dimensional stochastic process X n is a DTMC if we can write
Let X n+1 = D n+1 , S n+1 . We know that the PU traffic is independent of SU traffic. Therefore, S n+1 is independent of backlogged packets, B n (for all n ≥ 0). Thus:
With respect to the PU traffic model explained in section II.B, we can write
where Q is the infinitesimal generator matrix of the two-state CTMC used for PU traffic model, e (Tf ×Q)
element of the matrix e (Tf ×Q) . Using Eq. (48) in Eq. (47), we have
On the other hand, for the backlogged packets of SU at the beginning of (n + 1) th frame we have:
where T n is the total transmitted packets of SU during the same frame and A n is the number of arrival packets of SU during n th frame. With respect to the SU traffic models II.C, A n is independent of X n for all n ≥ 0. Moreover, the probability vector of number of arrival packets, Tf , is independent of time and fame number. Therefore, we can remove frame number index from A i . Furthermore, T n depends on S n and D n . Rather, T n depends on X n and does not depend on previous states variables. It should be noted that the selection phase at n th frame is independent of previous frames. Thus, we can write:
Since T n only depends on X n , Eq. (48) can be written as:
Hence, we can write:
Therefore, Eq. (47) can be written as:
The last equation demonstrates that Eq. (46) is true. Thus X n is a DTMC.
APPENDIX B
we recall that a stochastic event counting process is called a renewal process if the inter-arrival times between events are a positive, independent and identically distributed random variables [89] - [91] . We consider the distribution of Phase I and Phase II in order to show N sp (t) is a renewal process. Firstly, some statements are given in advanced. .
ii. The channel state is independent of both arrival process of packets and SU's buffer state. iii. A Phase I inevitably ends to a data frame.
The probability distribution of Phase I is now discussed. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 13. illustration of frames in i th phase I in SuperPhase I in j th spectrum access cycle.
We denote n i,j phI as the number of frames in i th phase I in SuperPhase I in j th spectrum access cycle. Besides it, the number of frames in previous Phase I and Phase II related to cycles prior to j th is represented by n j − phI and n j − phII . The time index of Markov Chain state in i th phase I is assumed 1 and we assume that the time indexes corresponding to previous states are less than 1. The above explanations are summarized in Fig. 13 .
At the start of 0 th and 1 st frames, the conditional distribution of number of frames in i th phase I in SuperPhase I in j th cycle is indicated as: 
In which χ and χ are defined in the following.
If we condition Eq. (55) by the number of in-buffered packets at the start of the first frame in Phase I, we can proceed:
In which
is the probability of changing the number of packets from zero at 0 th frame to d 1 = z at 1 st frame. Due to the first statement, it is γ T f z . Consequently, we have the following expression by using the chain rule
From Eq. (59) we realize that the probability distribution of the number of frames in i th phase I in SuperPhase I in j th spectrum access cycle is not dependent to indexes of previous phases, i.e., i and j. This implies that the distributions of all Phase I are identical. Additionally, it also shows that underlying distribution is independent of the Phase I and Phase II distributions in previous spectrum access cycles. Hence, the number of frames in all Phases I is i.i.d. The same reason holds true for Phase II. Since spectrum access cycle includes J Phase I and L Phase II, cycles are also independent and identically distributed. now if we assume f phI (t) and f phII (t) as the distribution of number of frames in Phase I and Phase II correspondingly, then the corresponding distribution of a cycle is f
phII (t) in which * is the convolution operator and f (K ) is the K -fold convolution of the distribution f [92] . Hence, the cycles defined in section III.A are i.i.d. Hence, the counting process N sp (t) is a renewal process.
APPENDIX C A. DERIVING TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR CASE 1
Assume X n = (D n = d, S n = 0) with q ≥ 0, and d = 0. For case 1 in Eq. (12), we have: 0) and SU sends no data
and SU sends data
Note that the number of packets in the SU buffer at the start of (n + 1) th frame is independent of the channel state at that frame. Therefore, D n+1 = d + q and S n+1 = s n+1 are independent of each other. Because the PU behavior is not dependent of the packets in SU buffer, P S n+1
= s n+1 |S n = 0 the last term equals to P ch. 0→s n+1 which was described in Eq. (19) . If SU has data and no data has been sent, it can be deduced that the SU false-alarmed the idle state of the channel. Therefore, we can infer that the probability P d + q, s n+1 |(d, 0) and SU sends no data corresponds to the probability of arriving q packets. For the second expression, if SU transmits data,
and SU sends data matches to the probability of arriving M tr , d j − + q packets which it is in turn equal to 1 − P fa
B. DERIVING TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR CASE 2
Assume X n = (D n = d, S n = 0) with q > 0 and d = 0. For case 2 in Eq. (12), and by following the same trend as adopted for case1, we have:
Since in case 2, the number of backlogged packets in SU buffer reduces, the SU has sent data. Consequently, there is no way for the SU to detect the idle state of the channel. Hence, P X n+1 = d − q, s n+1 |X n = (d, 0) matches to the probability of arriving M tr , d − + q data packets and detecting the idle sate of the channel by the SU and changing the channel state from idle to s n+1 . This probability is equal
0→s n+1 .
C. DERIVING TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR CASE 3
In case 3 transition probabilities, the channel is busy at the source state and the SU buffer size does not decrease. Hence, we have:
and SU sends no data × P (SU sends no data)
1→s n+1 (63) in which X n = (D n = d, S n = 1) with q ≥ 0 and d = 0. Following the same reason that we presented in drawing Eq. (60), the probability that the channel changes its state from busy to s n+1 is P ch.
1→s n+1 which was presented in Eq. (18) . Therefore, we have:
1→s n+1 (64)
D. DERIVING TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR CASE 4
In this case, the channel is busy at the source state and the SU buffer size decreases. Hence, regarding the proof for case1, we can state:
1→s n+1 (65) in which X n = (D n = d, S n = 1) with q > 0 and d = 0.
E. DERIVING TRANSITION PROBABILITY FOR CASE 5
In this case, there is no data in SU buffer, D n = 0. Therefore, we can simply mark:
The proof is now completed. 
APPENDIX D A. DERIVING E T (1) total
In case 1 transitions, the channel is idle at the source state and the number of SU packets in buffer does not decrease.
Henceforth, E T
total can be formulated as follows.
total |SU sends no data P (SU sends no data)
total |SU sends data P (SU sends data)
In case 2, the channel is assumed idle at source state and the number of backlogged packets in SU's buffer lowers. Because in this case, SU sends data E T (2) total is equal to the product of number data packets (sent by SU) and the packet duration time. Hence,
In case 3, the channel is busy at the source state and the number of SU packets in buffer does not decrease. Therefore, E T
total , can be formulated as follows.
D. DERIVING E T (4) total
In case 4, the channel is busy at source state and the number of SU packets in buffer does not decrease. Hence,
total is equal to the product of number of data packets (sent by SU) and the packet duration time. So we have:
In case 5, there is no data in buffer to send. So, there is no transmission. Hence, we have:
The proof is now completed.
APPENDIX E
Firstly, we derive I H 1 ,H 1 (T tr ). Consider n th cycle of PU traffic that consists of one busy and idle period. The idle and busy length are denoted as T OFF and T ON respectively. It is assumed that SU's transmission that lasts T tr seconds occurs τ seconds after the beginning of n th cycle (the cycle starts with busy period). Note that τ is supposed as random variable with probability density function f τ . The random variable i H 1 ,H 1 (T tr , τ ) is defined as the total interference time during T tr seconds of SU transmission provided that the channel has experienced τ seconds of busy period since the beginning of transmission and at the end of transmission, the channel will be in busy period. In other words, i H 1 ,H 1 (T tr , τ ) represents the amount of interference time during an SU frame if the channel busy life time is τ seconds at the beginning of a frame and the channel is busy at the end of the frame. Note that the random variable represents the residual busy time is referred as T res ON . Different cases of this interference metric are illustrated in Fig. 14. By considering  the definition of i H 1 ,H 1 (T tr , τ ) and Fig. 14, Eq. (72) can be written.
In which ψ H 1 ,H 1 ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator showing whether the busy-state-started frame ends in busy state. Applying conditional expectation, we can write: (73) which I H 1 ,H 1 (T tr ) means the expected value of interference time due to T tr seconds of SU transmission when the channel is busy at the beginning and also busy at the end of transmission. In the following, we derive
To simplify, we set
Since T ON and T OFF are independent, we can write: 
Exploiting the exponential distribution for busy and idle period and taking Laplace transform of both sides of the above equation and some simple calculations, we get the following equation (note that we should firstly set θ = 0 to derive I H 1 ,H 1 ,0 and then replacing back this metric to get the following equation).
Applying inverse Laplace, we finally obtain Eq. (79).
T tr e −(T tr (λoff +λ on)) (79) Note that the above equation is not dependent to θ , hence we omitted this parameter. Other metrics of interference can be obtained by the same trend. Therefore, we omitted the proofs and only the final expressions for them are brought in the following.
T tr e −(λ on +λ off )Ttr (80)
T tr e −(T tr (λoff +λ on)) (81) VOLUME 6, 2018 T tr e −(T tr (λoff +λ on)) (82) The proof is now completed.
APPENDIX F
A. DERIVING E I (1) To compute the expected amount of interference we recall that if we have no interference if the SU does not succeed to send data. If the SU transmits data, E I (1) = E I (1) |SU sends no data P (SU sends no data)
|SU sends data P (SU sends data)
B. DERIVING E I (2) Case 2 relates to the situation that the channel is idle at the source state and the number of packets in the SU buffer reduces. So, E I (2) can be written as follows.
C. DERIVING E I (3) In case 3, the channel changes its state from busy to s n+1 and the number of packets in the SU buffer does not decline.
Henceforth, E I (3) can be stated as:
= E I
|SU sends no data P (SU sends no data)
D. DERIVING E I (4) In this case, the channel is busy at source state the secondary user succeeds to send data since the number of packets in its buffer declines. Thus, E I (4) is computed as follows.
E I (4) = E I (4) |SU sends no data P (SU sends no data)
E. DERIVING E I (5) No interference exists because no data sends in this case. Therefore, we can write:
APPENDIX G
A. DERIVING E Eg (1) Note that the secondary user consumes energy for sensing, waiting and sending data. Hence, regarding the spectrum sensing result, E Eg (1) can be stated as follows.
E Eg (1) = E Eg (1) |SU falses alarm × P (SU falses alarm)
|SU does not false alarm × P (SU does not false alarm) = (P sen t s + P idle T tr ) × P fa + P sen t s + P tr M tr , d − × t p × 1 − P fa = P sen t s + 1 − P fa P tr M tr , d
− t p + P fa P idle T tr (88) B. DERIVING E Eg (2) In this case, the SU succeeds to send data since its buffer state reduces. Therefore, E Eg (2) can be expressed as:
E Eg (2) = P sen t s + P tr M tr , d
C. DERIVING E Eg (3) In this case, the channel is busy at source state. It should be firstly clear that whether SU is able to send data. Hence, considering the spectrum sensing outcome, the energy consumption can be written as:
|SU does not miss − detect × P (SU does not miss − detect) + E Eg (3) |SU miss − detect s × P (SU miss − detects) = (1 − P md ) × (P sen t s + P idle T tr ) + P md
D. DERIVING E Eg (4) In this case, the SU sends data while the channel is busy. So, the expected amount of energy consumption is as follows.
E Eg (4) = P sen t s + P tr M tr , d − t p (91) E. DERIVING E Eg (5) Case 5 is linked to the situation that the SU has no data in its buffer. Therefore, no energy is consumed for sensing, waiting and transmission. Then we can write:
= 0
Therefore, the proof is completed. 
